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English classes are very rewarding if both the teacher and the students are involved in the 

educational process. Worksheets are very important for students who are motivated and if they 

involve movies or songs they are even more appreciated. The worksheet below has been created 

after a short movie which the students are asked to watch and pay attention to. After watching the 

movie they are requested to fill in the gaps with the words they have heard while listening. This 

kind of material involves both stimulating students’ attention and listening to native speakers 

which leads to better understanding the English language and acquiring new vocabulary. Thus, 

worksheets are very useful and they should be part of all classes because this way students show 

interest and acquire the information easier as teachers use students’ means of communication. 

I. Fill in the blanks with the following words: writers / element / digitally / guess / device / 

however / amount / customers / editions 

 

Customers walk in and go – oh - the smell of books. I completely underestimated that………… of 

print books. When you’re moving around like - I think a lot of people in our generation these days 

- it’s just more convenient to have sort of digital ……………to have all your books organized in 

one spot. There are some……………. that just totally want a book to put in their hand. They love 

the smell of the book, the feel of the book, they love a book. What I like about it that much is that 

a lot of backlist from …………….that you really like and you’re sorry that their book wouldn’t 

have print or can’t get them anymore except collectors’………….. . It’s really nice to have these 

e-books available again. Well, I ………….I think information is information and ……………we 

get it, is significant. The ……………of people who have e-readers ar e still buying physical books 

and there are some statistics: only 2% of the people only read………….. . I- pod doesn’t include 

these reading books but newspapers do whatsoever. And so it seems that there is definitely room 

for both formats. 

 

II. Choose the best answer:  

 1. What do people love about books? 

A. the book itself           B. the smell of a book 

2. What might people do with older paper books if they have e-readers? 

      A. keep them                   B. get rid off them   

3. Will books ever die? 

A. Yes, they will.           B. No, they won’t. 

4. Which one gives addiction? 

      A. print books                  B. e-readers 
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